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Take a Second (or First) Look 
at Social Media  

 Maryland-based CPA firm Naden/Lean has embraced a variety of 

Internet tools and is getting as many as ten new business prospects a 

day through the firm's social media channels. Traina & Associates, a 

CPA firm in Baton Rouge, uses Twitter regularly to stay in touch with 

the firm's clients. When I speak to accountants about social media, 

one of my messages is: "If your clients, or potential clients, are using 

social media, that's where you need to be." So what are you waiting 

for?  
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 CPAs Adding Social Media to Connect with 
Clients and Find New Ones  

 

  

CPA firms' use of social media is evolving, from the simple use of e-

mail, a web page, or the telephone, to messaging via Twitter or 

through postings on Facebook and LinkedIn.  

   
 

 IRS Adds Tumblr to Its Growing Lineup of 
Social Media Platforms  

 

  

The IRS is reaching out to taxpayers with a growing array of social 

media platforms in order to deliver more timely information to filers 

and preparers. Its latest is Tumblr, which lets web browsers, 

smartphones, tablets, or desktops, access and share text, photos, 

videos, and podcasts.  

   
 

 BlackBerry 10 Platform Launches on Two New 
Smartphones  

 

  

On January 30, BlackBerry® launched BlackBerry 10, the 

redesigned, reengineered, and reinvented BlackBerry platform that 

creates a new and unique mobile computing experience.  

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 Today's workplace 

fitness exercise focuses 

on the quadriceps and 

gluteal muscles. 

Read more  

 

Put together your own 

office fitness routine by 

reviewing the exercises 

in our Workplace 

Fitness Library. 

Visit library  

 

 

 
 

  Free Spreadsheet-

Based Form 1040 

Available for 2012 

Tax Year  
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